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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we study nonlinear elliptic systems of the form
¡yDu s lu q d ¨ q f X , u , ¨ in V .~ P .yD¨ s d u q g ¨ q g X , u , ¨ in V .¢
u s ¨ s 0 on ­ V ,
where V is a bounded smooth domain in R N and l, g , d g R. The
 .nonlinearities f , g are the gradient of some function, that is, there exists
1 2 .  .a function F g C V = R , R such that =F s f , g , the so-called coop-
 .  .  .erative case. System P is called resonant if s A* l s yD / B, where
l d  4A* s ; s A* s j , z . /d g
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 . denotes the spectrum of the matrix A* and s yD s l : k s 1, 2, . . . ,k
4and 0 - l - l - ??? denotes the eigenvalues of the Laplacian on V1 2
with zero boundary condition.
 .First we point out that problem P has been considered by Costa and
w x w xMagalhaes 1 . In 1 the variational structure was established, and someÄ
results on the existence of solutions were obtained by minimax techniques
under a so-called condition of nonquadraticity at infinity, but the solutions
were not necessarily nontrivial, and the authors did not consider the case
of odd nonlinearities. For related problems, including noncooperative
w xelliptic systems, the reader can consult the references in 1, 2 .
 .In this paper we will consider systems P that are resonant. Our goal is
twofold: if the nonlinearity =F is nonodd, we will establish some new
 .theorems on the existence of nontrivial solutions; if the nonlinearity =F
is odd, we will introduce some new conditions that allow us to prove the
existence of infinitely many solutions. To the best of my knowledge, very
little is known about odd nonlinearity.
In Section 2, we deal with the nonodd case. For this purpose, we make
the following assumptions:
 .Z There exist constants C ) 0, 0 - a - 1 such that1 0
a 2< <=F X , U F C U q 1 for U g R and for a.e. X g V . .  .0
 .  .Z There exist functions u , u g C V, R such that2 1 2
=F X , U ? U =F X , U ? U .  .
u X F lim inf F lim sup F u X .  .1 21qa 1qa< < < << <U ª` U U< <U ª`
 .  .uniformly for a.e. X g V, where H u X / 0, H u X / 0, the dotV 1 V 2
2 < < 2denotes the inner product in R and ? denotes the norm in R . We first
prove the following result.
 .  .  .THEOREM 1.1. Assume Z and Z with u X G 0 for a.e. X g V.1 2 1
 .Then system P has a solution.
If we make additional assumptions on F near the origin, we can obtain
the existence of a nontrivial solution. More precisely, if we assume that
 .  4  .  .s A* s j , z with j s l k G 2 , l - z F l l s y` andk j jq1 0
 .  4Z There exist constants d and d with max l y z , l y l3 1 2 j ky1 k
F d F d - 0 such that1 2
2 F X , U 2 F X , U .  .
d F inf , lim sup F d1 22 2< < < <U/0 U UUª0
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uniformly for a.e. X g V, then we have
 .  .  .  .THEOREM 1.2. Suppose that Z , Z , and Z hold, where F X, 0 s 01 2 3
 .  .and u X G 0 for a.e. X g V. Then system P has at least one nontri¨ ial1
solution.
 .In Section 3, we deal with system P with an odd nonlinear term. We
assume
 .  .  .  .O =F X, yU s y=F X, U , F X, 0 s 0 for a.e. X g V and1
for U g R2.
 .  . < < 2O lim inf 2 F X, U r U s q` uniformly for a.e. X g V.2 U ª 0
 .  .O lim =F X, U s 0 uniformly for a.e. X g V; or3 <U < ª`
 X . <  . <O There exists M ) 0 such that =F X, U F M for a.e. X g V3 0 0
and for all U g R2.
 .  .O There exists R ) 0 such that F X, U F 0 for a.e. X g V and4 0
2 < <for U g R with U G R ; or0
 X .O There exists R ) 0 such that4 0
1F X , U y =F X , U ? U G h X .  .  .2
2 < <  .for a.e. X g V and for U g R with U G R , where h g C V, R with0
 .H h X ) 0.V
 .   X ..  .Remark 1.1. Condition O or O characterizes system P as a3 3
strongly resonant problem. For a single elliptic equation, there is a vast
amount of literature on the strongly resonant case. We refer the interested
w xreader to 3]7 as well as the references therein. But there are not many
 .results in the literature about a strongly resonant system P .
Before we state the main results for the symmetric case, let us say a few
 . 1 .words about the variational structure of system P . Let H V be the0
5 5usual Sobolev space, with the norm ? generated by the inner product
 : 1 . 1 . 1 .u,¨ s H =u =¨ for u, ¨ g H V . Set E s H V = H V . The in-V 0 0 0
duced inner product and norm are given by
 :  :  : 5 5 2 5 5 2 5 5 2U, F s u , w q ¨ , c , U s u q ¨E E
© © .  .  .  .for U s u, ¨ and F s w, c in E. Let e s x , x and e s y , y g1 1 2 2 1 2© © ©2R be the normalized eigenvectors of A* such that A*e s j e , A*e s1 1 2© © © © © q y 0< < < <z e , and e ? e s 0, e s e s 1. For any a g R, let H , H , and H2 1 2 1 2 a a a
1 . 5 5 2 5 5 2be the subspaces of H V , where the quadratic form u ª u y a u 20
is positive definite, negative definite, and zero, respectively. Here and
5 5 p .throughout this paper, we use ? to denote the norm of L V . Letp
N s H 0 = H 0 , V s Hy = Hy, W s Hq = Hq.j z j z j z
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 .y1  .y1Set A s id y j yD , A s id y z yD , where id denotes the1 2
1 . 1 .identity from H V to H V . We introduce the operator A: E ª E,0 0
 .A s A , A , defined by1 2
A U s A u , A ¨ for any U s u , ¨ g E. .  .  .1 2
A is a bounded self-adjoint linear operator from E to E and Ker A s N
with dim N - `. The space E splits as E s V [ N [ W, where V, W are
< <invariant under A, A is negative, and A is positive definite. ConsiderV W
the following functional:
1 Ä :I U [ AU, U y J U , J U s F X , U , U s u , ¨ g E, .  .  .  .  .E H2
V
© ©Ä .  .  .where F X, s, t s F X, se q te . Then the solutions of system P are1 2
the critical points of the C1 functional I: E ª R.
Now we are ready to state the main results about the existence of
 .infinitely many solutions of system P when there is symmetry.
 .  .  .  .THEOREM 1.3. Suppose that F satisfies O , O , O , and O . Then1 2 3 4
 .  4`  . ysystem P has infinitely many solutions U with I U ª 0 as n ª `.n ns1 n
 .  .  X .  X .THEOREM 1.4. Suppose that F satisfies O , O , O , and O . Then1 2 3 4
 .  4`  . ysystem P has infinitely many solutions U with I U ª 0 as n ª `.n ns1 n
As an immediate consequence, we have the following result for a single
elliptic equation at resonance.
COROLLARY 1.1. Consider the equation
yDu s l u q f X , u in V .k P9 . u s 0 on ­ V .
 .  . 2Assume that f X, t is odd in t and lim inf 2 F X, t rt s q`, uni-t ª 0
 . t  .formly for a.e. X g V, where F X, t s H f X, s ds. In addition, assume0
that there exist R ) 0 and M such that one of the following conditions0 0
holds:
 .  .  .i lim f X, t s 0 uniformly for a.e. X g V and F X, t F 0 for< t < ª`
< <a.e. X g V and for t G R .0
 . <  . <  .i 9 f X, t F M for a.e. X g V and for t g R and F X, t y0
1  .  . < <  .f X, t t G h X for a.e. X g V and for t G R , where h g C V, R with02
 .  .H h X ) 0. Then the resonant problem P9 has infinitely many solutionsV
1 2` y 4  .  . < <u such that I u ª 0 as n ª `, where I u s H =u yn ns1 n V2
1 2  .l H u y H F X, u .k V V2
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Remark 1.2. As we have pointed out, very little is known about the
existence of infinitely many solutions for resonant single elliptic equation
 .and elliptic systems both cooperative and noncooperative . The recent
w xpaper 3 considered a strongly resonant single elliptic equation with odd
nonlinearities, but only obtained a finite number of solutions. For nonreso-
nant noncooperative elliptic systems, one can consult Bartsch and Clapp
w x11 for a result on infinitely many solutions in the superquadratic case. In
w xour present paper, we shall expand the methods used in 3 .
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we consider
the nonodd case; it contains some lemmas and the proofs for Theorems 1.1
and 1.2. Section 3 also contains some lemmas, and Theorem 1.3, Theorem
1.4, and Corollary 1.1 will be proved.
2. =F IS NONODD
We begin by establishing the following auxiliary result.
 .  . 0 qLEMMA 2.1. Assume Z and Z . If a sequence U s U q U q1 2 n n n
y 0 q y 5 5U g E s N [ W [ V with U g N, U g W, U g V is such that U En n n n n
 q y. 5 5ª ` and U q U r U ª 0 as n ª `, thenEn n n
 .  .i u X G 0 for a.e. X g V implies that1
Ä=F X , U ? U F X , U .  .n n n
lim inf ) 0, lim inf ) 0.H H1qa 1qa5 5 5 5nª` nª`U UV VE En n
 .  .ii u X F 0 for a.e. X g V implies that2
Ä=F X , U ? U F X , U .  .n n n
lim sup - 0, lim sup - 0,H H1qa 1qa5 5 5 5U UV Vnª` nª`E En n
© ©Ä .  .where F X, s, t s F X, se q te .1 2
Ä .Proof. Case i . Some computation, the definition of F, and conditions
Ä a .  . <  . <  < < .Z and Z imply that =F X, U F C U q 1 for a.e. X g V and1 2 1
for U g R2, where C ) 0, and1
Ä Ä=F X , U ? U =F X , U ? U .  .
u X F lim inf F lim sup F u X . .  .1 21qa 1qa< < < << <U ª` U U< <U ª`
Furthermore, N s H 0 = H 0 satisfies the unique continuation property,j j
 .that is, if U g N and U X s 0 on a set of positive measure, then
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 .U X s 0 for a.e. X g V. Moreover, dim N - ` implies that there exists
C ) 0 such that2
0 0 0 0< < 5 5U F sup U X : X g V F C U for all U g N. . 4 E2
w xUsing the same techniques as in the proof of Lemma 3.2 in 5 , we can
 .  .prove that, for any « ) 0 and « ) 0, there exist d « ) 0 and d « ) 01 2 1 2
such that
5 5  4mes X g V : U X - d « U - « for any U g N _ 0 , 4 .  . E1 1
5 5mes X g V : U X ) d « U - « for any U g V [ W . 4 .  . E2 2
If we set
0 05 5V [ X g V : U X G d « U , .  . 4E1n n 1 n
q y q y5 5V [ X g V : U X q U X F d « U q U , 4 .  .  . E2 n n n 2 n n
 .  .then mes V _ V - « , mes V _ V - « , and hence V l V / B1n 1 2 n 2 1n 2 n
if « and « are chosen small enough. Therefore,1 2
0 q yU X U X y U X q U X .  .  .  .n n n nG
5 5 5 5U UE En n
5 0 5 5 q q5d « U y d « U q U .  .E E1 n 2 n nG ª d « , .15 5U En
0 q yU X U X q U X q U X .  .  .  .n n n nF
5 5 5 5U UE En n
5 0 5 5 q y5C U q d « U q U .E E2 n 2 n nF ª C ,25 5U En
for X g V l V as n ª ` and2 n 1n
0 q yU X U X q U X q U X .  .  .  .n n n nF
5 5 5 5U UE En n
5 0 5 5 q y5U U q UE En n nF d « q d « ª d « , .  .  .1 2 15 5 5 5U UE En n
for X g V _ V as n ª `.2 n 1n
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On the other hand, for any « ) 0, there exists C ) 0 such that3 3
1qa Ä 1qa< < < <u X y « U y C F =F X , U ? U F u X q « U q C .  .  . .  .1 3 3 2 3 3
for any U g R2 and for a.e. X g V. Now, for any « ) 0, combining the
above arguments and letting n be large enough, we have the following
estimates. We denote by c various positive constants.
Ä=F X , U ? U .n nH 1qa5 5UV lV E1n 2 n n
< <1qaU C mes Vn 3G u X y « y . .H 1 3 1qa 1qa5 5 5 5U UV lV E E1n 2 n n n
< <1qaU cnG u X y « c y .H 1 31qa 1qa5 5 5 5U UV lV E E1n 2 n n n
c1qaG d « y « u X y c« y .  . . H1 1 3 1qa5 5UV lV E1n 2 n n
1qaG d « y « u X y u X y u X .  .  .  . . H H H1 1 1 2 /V V_V V_V1n 2 n
c
y c« y3 1qa5 5U En
c1qaG d « y « u X y c« y c« y c« y . .  . . H1 1 1 2 3 1qa / 5 5UV En
This implies the following lower limit:
Ä=F X , U ? U .n n
lim infH 1qa5 5nª` UV lV E1n 2 n n
1qaG d « y « u X y c« y c« y c« . .  . . H1 1 1 2 3 /
V
Similarly, we have the following estimates about the upper limit:
Ä=F X , U ? U .n n
lim supH 1qa5 5UV _Vnª` E2n 1 n n
< <1qau X q « U q C . .2 3 n 3F lim supH 1qa5 5UV _Vnª` E2n 1 n n
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c1qaF lim sup d « q « u X q « q .  . .  .H1 2 3 1qa /5 5UV _Vnª` E2n 1 n n
c1qaF lim sup c d « q « mes V _ V q .  . .1 1n 1qa /5 5Unª` En
1qaF d « q « « c . .1 1
and
Ä=F X , U ? U .n n
lim supH 1qa5 5UV_Vnª` E2n n
< <1qau X q « U q C . .2 3 3F lim sup F c« .H 21qa5 5UV_Vnª` E2n n
Combining the above arguments, we have
Ä=F X , U ? U .n n 1qalim inf G d « y « u X y c« y c« .  . .H H1 1 1 21qa  /5 5nª` UV VEn
1qay c« y d « q « « c y c« . . .3 1 1 3
Noting that « , « , and « are chosen arbitrarily, we obtain2 3
Ä=F X , U ? U .n n 1qalim inf G d « u X y c« ) 0, .  . .H H1 1 11qa  /5 5nª` UV VEn
since « is also arbitrary.1
 .To prove the second conclusion of case i , we first note that condition
Ä .Z and the definition of F imply the following growth conditions:1
1qa 2Ä < <F X , U F C U q 1 for any U g R and for a.e. X g V , .  .4
 .where C ) 0 is a constant. On the other hand, by Z , we have that, for4 2
any « ) 0, there exists C ) 0 such that5
< <1qa < <u X y « U y C U F =F X , U ? U .  . .1 5
< <1qa < <F u X q « U q C U . .2 5
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for all U g R2. It follows that
 . 1r21qa r2a 2 2 2 2u X y « r s q t y C s q t .  .  . .1 5
F sf X , sr , tr q tg X , sr , tr .  .
 . 1r21qa r2a 2 2 2 2F u X q « r s q t q C s q t , .  .  . .2 5
 . 2  .for s, t g R and for r g 0, 1 . Noting that
dF X , sr , tr .1
F X , s, t s q F X , 0, 0 .  .H dr0
1
s sf X , sr , tr q tg X , sr , tr q F X , 0, 0 , .  .  . .H
0
we have
u X y « . .1 1qa< < < <U y C U y c51 q a
u X q « . .2 1qa< < < <F F X , U F U q C U q c, . 51 q a
for any U g R2 and for a.e. X g V. Hence
u X F X , U F X , U u X .  .  .  .1 2F lim inf F lim sup F .1qa 1qa1 q a 1 q a< < < << <U ª` U U< <U ª`
Furthermore, by simple computation, we have
Ä Äu X F X , U F X , U u X .  .  .  .1 2F lim inf F lim sup F ,1qa 1qa1 q a 1 q a< < < << <U ª` U U< <U ª`
uniformly for a.e. X g V. Now, using the same arguments as in the proof
of the first conclusion, it is easy to prove that
ÄF X , U .n
lim inf ) 0.H 1qa5 5nª` UV En
 .  .  .Case ii The proof of case ii is similar to the proof of case i ; we
omit the details.
The proof of the lemma is now complete.
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 .  .Based on the above lemma, we show how conditions Z and Z imply1 2
 .  w x.the compactness condition C in the Cerami sense cf. 8 : Any sequencec
 4  .  5 5 .5  .5U ; E such that I U ª c and 1 q U I9 U ª 0 possesses aE En n n n
w x  .convergent subsequence. It was shown in 5 that condition C actuallyc
suffices to get a deformation theorem and then, by standard minimax
 w x.arguments, it allows rather general minimax results cf. 1, 2, 8, 9 .
 .  .  .   . .LEMMA 2.2. If F satisfies Z and Z with u X G 0 or u X F 01 2 1 2
 .for a.e. X g V, then I satisfies the compactness condition C for e¨eryc
c g R.
  .Proof. We suppose that the first alternative i.e., u X G 0 for a.e.1
.X g V holds. The proof with the second alternative is similar.
 4  .  5 5 .5  .5Assume U is such that I U ª c and 1 q U I9 U ª 0 asE En n n n
Än ª `. Since =F and hence =F have subcritical growth, it is enough to
 4 5 5prove that U is bounded in E. Assume that U ª `, and writeEn n
0 q y <U s U q U q U g N [ W [ V s E. Since A is negative definiteVn n n n
<  .and A is positive definite, by combining condition Z , the HolderÈW 1
inequality, and the Young inequality, we have
5 q y5 2 5 q y5 5 0 5U q U F c U q U q c U q c.E E En n n n n
It follows that
Uq Uyn nª 0, ª 0 as n ª `.
5 5 5 5U UE En n
Now we make the following claim: There exists d ) 0 such that
  . 0:I9 U , U F yd for n sufficiently large. Using this claim, we get aEn n
<  . 0: <  5 5 .5  .5contradiction: I9 U , U F 1 q U I9 U ª 0. Hence theE E En n n n
compactness condition holds.
Finally, to finish the proof of this lemma, it is sufficient to prove the
claim above. In fact, if the claim is not true, then for d s 1rn, there existsn
 4a subsequence, say U , such thatn
1
0 0 0Ä :y F I9 U , U s AU , U y =F X , U ? U , : .  .E Hn n n n n nEn V
hence,
Ä 0=F X , U ? U .n n
lim sup F 0.H 1qa5 5UVnª` En
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On the other hand, we have
q yÄ=F X , U ? U q U .  .n n nH 1qa5 5UV En
< < a < q< < y<c 1 q U U q U . .n n nFH 1qa5 5UV En
5 q y5 5 q y5U q U U q UE En n n nF c q c ª 0 as n ª `.1qa5 5U 5 5UEn En
 .Therefore, by Lemma 2.1 i , we have
Ä 0 Ä=F X , U ? U =F X , U ? U .  .n n n n
lim inf s lim inf ) 0,H H1qa 1qa5 5 5 5nª` nª`U UV VE En n
which contradicts the upper limit above. The proofs of the claim and hence
of the lemma are complete.
Next, we use the above two lemmas to prove Theorems 1.1 and 1.2.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Set E s N [ V, E s W. We first claim that1 2
 . 5 5  .I U ª q` for U g E as U ª ` and that I U ª y` for U g E asE2 1
Ä 1qa5 5  . <  . <  < < .U ª `. Indeed, since Z implies that F X, U F c U q 1 forE 1
2 <all U g R and for some positive constant c and noting that I isE2
positive, then there exists m ) 0 such that
1 1 2 1qaÄ : 5 5 5 5I U s AU, U y F X , U G m U y c U y c ª ` .  .E H E E2 2
V
5 5as U g E and U ª `.E2
On the other hand, there exist a constant M and a sequence U s0 n
0 y 5 5  .U q U g E s N [ V with U ª ` such that I U G M , whichEn n 1 n n 0
implies that
I U I U .  .n n
lim inf G 0 and lim inf G 0.1qa 25 5 5 5nª` nª`U UE En n
y 5 5Therefore, if U r U ª 0 as n ª `, we have, by Lemma 2.1,En n
ÄF X , U .n
lim inf ) 0.H 1qa5 5nª` UV En
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1 Ä Ä .  :  .  .Hence, I U s AU , U y H F X, U F yH F X, U implies thatEn n n V n V n2
I U .n
lim sup - 0,1qa5 5Unª` En
which contradicts the preceding estimation about the lower limit.
y 5 5On the contrary, if U r U ¢ 0, then there exists a subsequence, sayEn n
 4 5 y5 5 5U , such that lim inf U r U ) 0. SinceE En nª` n n
1 y y Ä :I U s AU , U y F X , U .  .E Hn n n n2
V
1 2 1qay5 5 5 5F y c U q c U q c,E En n2
it follows that
5 y5 2I U 1 U . En n
lim sup F y c lim inf - 0,2 225 5 5 5nª`U Unª` E En n
which also contradicts the preceding lower limit. The above arguments
show that our claim is true, and consequently, Theorem 1.1 follows from
 w x.Lemma 2.2 and the Saddle Point Theorem cf. 10 .
 .Proof of Theorem 1.2. First, by condition Z , it is easy to check that3
Ä Ä2 F X , U 2 F X , U .  .
d F inf and d G lim inf .1 22 2< < < <U/0 Uª0U U
Moreover, for any « ) 0, « q d - 0, there exists r ) 0 such that0 0 2 1
1 2Ä .  . < < < <F X,U F d q « U for a.e. X g V and for U F r . Now, combin-2 0 12
Ä .ing condition Z and the definition of F, we have two constants C ) 01
and p ) 2 such that
1 2 1 2 pÄ< < < < < <d U F F X , U F d q « U q C U . .  .1 2 02 2
 y 0 .  y 0. H q qSetting E s H [ H = H [ H , E s E s H = H , then3 l l l l 4 3 l lky 1 ky1 j j ky1 j
 .1 - dim E - q` since k G 2 .3
Now to prove Theorem 1.2, we have only to check the geometry
 w x.condition of the Generalized Mountain Pass Theorem cf. 10 . For any
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 . q qU s u, ¨ g E s H = H , we have4 l lky 1 j
1 Ä :I U s AU, U y F X , U .  .E H2 V
1 1 1 12 2 2 2 25 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5G u y l u q ¨ y z ¨ d q « u .2 2 2k 2 02 2 2 2
1 2 p5 5 5 5y d q « ¨ y c U . 2 E2 02
1 l q d q « 1 z q d q «k 2 0 2 02 2 p5 5 5 5 5 5G u 1y q ¨ 1y yc U E /  /2 l 2 lk j
5 5 2 5 5 pG c U y c U .E E
 .Hence, there exist a ) 0, r ) 0 such that I U G a ) 0 for U g E with4
5 5  .U s r. On the other hand, for any U s u, ¨ g E , we haveE 3
1 Ä :I U s AU, U y F X , U .  .E H2
V
1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 25 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5F u y l u q ¨ y z ¨ y d u y d ¨ F 0.2 2 2 2k 1 12 2 2 2 2 2
 y 0 .  y 0.Furthermore, setting E s H [ H = H [ H , then5 l l l lk k j j
E ; E ; E s V [ N and dim E y dim E G 1,3 5 1 5 3
 .and, by the claim in the proof of Theorem 1.1, I U ª y` for U g E as5
5 5U ª `.E
Now combining the above geometry condition, Lemma 2.2, and the
Generalized Mountain Pass Theorem cf. Theorem 5.3 and Remark 5.5 of
w x.10 , we get at least one nontrivial critical point with a positive critical
value.
3. =F IS ODD
To prove Theorems 1.3 and 1.4, we have to establish some lemmas.
 .  .  4LEMMA 3.1. Assume O . For any l g s yD with l 4 max j , z ,2 m m
y  y y .  0 0 .  .set E s H = H [ H = H . Then there exist r s r m ) 0, b sm l l l lm m m m
 .b m - 0 such that
y 5 5 4I U F b - 0 for U g E l U g E, U s r . . Em
 .Furthermore, lim r m s 0.mª`
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 .Proof. Since condition O implies that2
Ä2 F X , U .
lim inf s q` uniformly for a.e. X g V ,2< <Uª0 U
 .then, for l , there exists r s r m ) 0 such thatm
Ä2 F X , U .
< < 4G 2 max l y j , l y z for a.e. X g V and for U F r .m m2< <U
1 2 1 2Ä Ä .  .  . < <  .Setting F X, U s F X, U y l y j u y l y z ¨ for a.e.1 m m2 2
< < 2 2 2 2  .X g V and for 0 - U s u q ¨ F r , then F X, U ) 0. Since1
y  . < <  <  . <dim E - `, then there exists C s C m such that U F sup U X :m 0 0
4  .5 5 y  .X g V F C m U for all U g E . If we choose r s r m FE0 m
 .   . . y  5 5  .4r m r C m q 1 , then U g E l U g E: U s r m implies thatE0 m
<  . <  .U X F r m , hence
1 1 12 2 Ä :I U s AU, U y l y j u q l y z ¨ q F X , U .  .  .  . .E H m m 12 2 2
V
ÄF y F X , U - 0. .H 1
V
y  5 5  .4  .Since E l U g E: U s r m is compact, there exists b s b m - 0Em
 . y  5 5 4such that I U F b - 0 for U g E l U g E, U s r . Finally, fromEm
 .the above arguments, it is evident that lim r m s 0.mª`
 . q 0 yLEMMA 3.2. Assume O , U s U q U q U g E s W [ N [ V.3
 .0Then, for any constant D ) 0, we ha¨e that lim J9 U s 0 uni-1 5U 5 ª`E
5 q y5formly for U q U F D .E 1
Ä .  . < <Proof. Condition O implies that =F X, U ª 0 as U ª `. Hence3
1r2
Ä Ä5 5 :J9 U , f s =F X , U ? F F c F =F X , U . .  .  .H E HE  /
V V
Since N s Ker A has the unique continuation property and E is com-
pactly embedded in L p = L p for p - 2*, using arguments similar to those
w xin the proof of Lemma 3.2 of 5 , we have
0 q yÄ 5 5 5 5=F X , U ª 0 as U ª ` uniformly for U q U F D , .H E E 1
V
q y . 5 50that is, lim J9 U s 0 uniformly for U q U F D .E5U 5 ª` 1E
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 X .LEMMA 3.3. Assume O . Then, for any D ) 0, there exists L ) 0 such3
that
1 5 5 :I9 U , U q I9 U ? U G 0 .  . EEE 2
 .  q y 0  .for U g S D, L [ U s U q U q U g E s W [ V [ N: I U G
5 q y5 4yD, U q U G L .E
X Ä . <  . <Proof. Condition O implies that =F X, U F 2 M for a.e. X g V3 0
2 5 X .5and U g R . Hence J U F c for any U g E and for some positiveE
 .constant c. Now for any U g S D, L , where the constant L will be
determined later, we have
1
5 5 :I9 U , U q I9 U ? U .  . EE 2
1
 :s 2 I U q J U y J9 U , U .  .  . E /2
1
q y 5 5q A U q U y J9 U ? U .  . EE2
1 7 D
q y5 5G 2 U A U q U y c y .E E /5 54 4 U E
1 7 D
q y5 5 5 5G c U q U y c y UE E /5 54 4 U E
1 7 D
G cL y c y L G 0, /4 4 L
if we choose L appropriately large.
Now, to prove Theorems 1.3 and 1.4, we use a new and interesting
w xtheorem due to Fei 3 . Before stating it, we first recall the definition of
 . 5 5condition B . Let E be a real Hilbert space with norm ? and innerE
 : 1 .  .product ? , ? . We say that I g C E, R satisfies condition B inE
 . w x  5 5 4c , c ; y`, q` relative to the ball B [ U g E, U F r for someE1 2
 .  4  .  .r ) 0 if i any sequence U ; B such that I U ª c g c , c andn n 1 2
 .  4I9 U ª 0 is such that U possesses a convergent subsequence; andn n
 .  .  .   4.ii for any c g c , c , there exist s s s c g 0, min c y c , c y c1 2 1 2
and u - 1 such that
5 5 :I9 U , U q u I9 U ? U G 0 .  . EEE
y1w x.for any U g I c y s , c q s l ­ B.
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Ä .  .Remark 3.1. For system P , since =F =F satisfies the subcritical
growth condition, the corresponding functional I automatically satisfies
 . .condition B i .
1 .THEOREM 3.1. Suppose that I g C E, R is e¨en and satisfies
 .i There exist closed subspaces E and E of E with codim E - q`1 2 2
and two positi¨ e constants r ) 0, b ) y` such that
sup I U - 0 and inf I U ) b , .  .
UgE2UgE lS1 r
 5 5 4where S s U g E: U s r .Er
 .  .  .  5 5ii I satisfies condition B in b, 0 relati¨ e to B s U g E: U F r,E
4r ) r . Then if dim E y codim E ) 0, I has at least dim E y codim E1 2 1 2
distinct pairs of critical points, whose corresponding critical ¨alues belong to
 .b, 0 .
Now we are ready to prove the existence of infinitely many solutions in
the case that =F is odd.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. We first prove the following claim:
Ä 0lim sup F X , U F 0. .H
0 V5 5U ª`E
0U gN
Ä .  . < <Condition O implies that F X, U F 0 for U G R . Moreover, since N4 0
 w x.has the unique continuation property, we have that cf. Lemma 3.2 in 5 ,
 .for any « ) 0, there exists d « ) 0 such that
0 0 05 5  4mes X g V : U X - d « U - « for any U g N _ 0 . .  . 4E
 0.  < 0 . <  .5 0 5 4Letting V U [ X g V: U X G d « U and choosing R withE 1
 . 5 0 5  0.R G R rd « , then for U G R and X g V U we haveE1 0 1
0 0ÄU X G R and hence F X , U F 0. .  .0
Setting
0 0V s X g V : U X ) R l V _ V U , .  . 4  .1 0
0 0V s X g V : U X F R l V _ V U , .  . 4  .2 0
then mes V - « and2
0 0 0Ä Ä ÄF X , U F F X , U F « max F X , U s c« . .  .  .H H
0 .V_V U V XgV2
0< <U FR 0
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5 0 5It follows that, for U G R ,E 1
Ä 0 Ä 0 Ä 0F X , U s F X , U q F X , U F « c, .  .  .H H H
0 0 .  .V V U V_V U
that is,
Ä 0lim sup F X , U F 0. .H
0 V5 5U ª`E
0U gN
 .Now, condition O implies that there exists M ) 0 such that3 0
Ä<  . < <  . <=F X, U F M and hence =F X, U F M for a.e. X g V and for all0 0
2 Ä’ ’<  . < < < <  . < < <U g R . It follows that F X, U F 2 M U and F X, U F 2 M U0 0
2 5  .5for a.e. X g V and for all U g R . In particular, J9 U F c for allE
U g E and for some constant c ) 0.
 .  .Next, for any « g y1, 0 , we choose l g s yD with l )« «
 2  .4 q qmax 2j , 2z , 4M mes Vr y« . We now fix l and set E s H = H ,0 « 2 l l« «
 .then codim E - ` and for any U s u, ¨ g E ,2 2
1 Ä :I U s AU, U y F X , U .  .E H2 V
1 j 1 z2 2 ’5 5 5 5 < <G 1 y u q 1 y ¨ y 2 M UH0 /  /2 l 2 l V« «
1 4M 2 mes V01r22 1r25 5 5 5G U y 2 M mes V U rl G y ) « , .E E0 «4 l«
 .that is, inf I U ) « .U g E2
 . .  .Finally, we prove that I satisfies condition B ii in « , 0 relative to the
 5 5 4set B s U g E: U F r , where r will be determined later. Indeed,E
1 .  4for any d g « , 0 , letting s s min yd, d y « ) 0, we obtain L [4
w x  . y1 .  . < <d y s , d q s ; « , 0 . If U g I L , i.e., I U G d y s G y « , then
by Lemma 3.3, there exists L ) 0 such that«
1 5 5 :I9 U , U q I9 U ? U G 0 .  . EEE 2
 < < .  q 0 y  .for U g S « , L [ U s U q U q U g E s W [ N [ V: I U G«
< < 5 q y5 4y « , U q U G L .E «
y1 . 5 q y5If U g I L and U q U F L , then we have, by Lemma 3.2, thatE «
 . 5 q y50lim J9 U s 0 uniformly for U q U F L . Therefore, for anyE5U 5 ª` «E
<  .  0. <« small enough, there exists L ) 0 such that J U y J U - « for1 1
5 0 5U G L . By the claim at the beginning in this proof, we know thatE 1
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 0. 5 0 5there exists L ) 0 such that J U - « for U G L . Consequently,E2 1 2
we obtain that
1 :AU, U s I U q J U F d q s q « q « - 0 .  .E 1 12
y1 . 5 q y5 5 0 5for U g I L with U q U F L and U G L q L . It followsE E« 1 2
that
y2 d q s q 2« .1q yA U q U G ) 0. . E L«
Lemma 3.2 implies that there exists L 4 L q L such that for any3 1 2
y1 . 5 q y5 5 0 5U g I L with U q U F L , U G L , we haveE E« 3
1
5 5 :I9 U , U q I9 U ? U .  . EEE 2
1
 :s 2 I U q J U y J9 U , U .  .  . E 2
1
q 0 5 5q A U q U y J9 U ? U .  . EE /4
1 3 J U q I U .  .q y5 5G 2 U A U q U y J9 U q .  .E E E /5 54 4 U E
y d q s q 2« 3 2« q « . 1
5 5G 2 y J9 U y U G 0. . EE /5 52 L 4 U E«
Combining the above arguments, we obtain that I satisfies condition
 . .  .  5 5B ii in « , 0 relative to B s U g E, U F r, r G L q L q L qE 1 2 3
4 yL q 1 . Hence, Remark 3.1, Lemma 3.1, and Theorem 3.1 with E s E« 1 m
imply that
The number of critical points of I
G dim E y codim E s dim Hy = Hy m H 0 = H 0 .  . /1 2 l l l lm m m m
y dim Hy = Hy [ H 0 = H 0 , .  . /l l l l« « « «
 .and the corresponding critical values are in « , 0 . Therefore, keeping in
mind Lemma 3.1 and passing to the limit as m ª `, we obtain infinitely
 .many critical points of I, the critical values of which belong to « , 0 .
 .Finally, since « g y1, 0 is arbitrary, we have a critical point sequence
` y 4  .U such that I U ª 0 as n ª `, as desired.n ns1 n
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 .  .  X .  X .Proof of Theorem 1.4. Conditions O , O , O , and O hold. It is1 2 3 4
 X .easy to verify that condition O implies that4
1Ä ÄF X , U y =F X , U ? U G h X .  .  .2
< <for a.e. X g V and for U G R .0
 X . q 0First, by condition O , we prove that, for any L ) 0, U s U q U q4
Uyg W [ N [ V s E implies that
1Ä Älim F X , U y =F X , U ? U G h X ) 0. .  .  . .H H2
05 5 V VU ª`E
q y5 5U qU FL
w xTo prove this, we again use an argument similar to that in 5 . For any
 .  .« ) 0 and « ) 0, there exist d « ) 0 and d « ) 0 such that1 2 1 2
0 0 05 5  4mes X g V : U X - d « U - « for any U g N _ 0 , .  . 4E1 1
q y q y5 5mes X g V : U X q U X ) d « U q U - « 4 .  .  . E2 2
for any Uqq Uyg W [ V .
  . .  .  X .We choose C s R q d « L rd « , where R is in O , and let U be0 0 2 1 0 4
5 0 5such that U ) C . SettingE 0
0 0 05 5V U s X g V : U X G d « U , .  .  . 4E1
q y q y q y5 5V U q U s X g V : U X q U X F d « U q U , 4 .  .  .  . E2
  0..   q y..then, mes V _ V U - « , mes V _ V U q U - « . Moreover, if1 2
 0.  q y.X g V U l V U q U , then
0 q yU X G U X y U X q U X .  .  .  .
5 0 5 5 q y5G d « U y d « U q U .  .E E1 2
G C d « y d « L s R . .  .0 1 2 0
1 0Ä Ä .  .  .   .It follows that F X, U y =F X, U ? U G h X . If X g V _ V U l2
 q y..V U q U [ V , then mes V F « q « , and hence1 1 1 2
1Ä ÄF X , U y =F X , U ? U y h X .  .  . .H 2
V1
1Ä ÄG F X , U y =F X , U ? U y h X G yc « q « , .  .  .  . .H 1 1 22V1
< <U FR0
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1Ä Ä  .  .  . < < 4where c s max F X, U y =F X, U ? U y h X : X g V, U F R .1 02
5 0 5Combining the above two cases, for U G C , we haveE 0
1Ä ÄF X , U y =F X , U ? U y h X G yc « q « . .  .  .  . .H 1 1 22
V
1Ä Ä  .  . .  .0It follows that lim H F X, U y =F X, U ? U G H h X ) 0,5U 5 ª` V V2E
since « and « are given arbitrarily.1 2
X Ä .  . <  . <Second, note that conditions O and O imply that F X, U F3 1
X2’ < <   ..2 M U for any U g R and for a.e. X g V here M comes from O .0 0 3
 .  .Therefore, for any « g yC , 0 , where C s H h X ) 0, we take l gh h V «
 .  2  .4 qs yD with l ) max 2j , 2z , 4M mes Vr y« and define E s H =« 0 2 l«q  .H . Then codim E - ` and, for any U s u, ¨ g E , by using the samel 2 2«
 .calculation as that in the proof of Theorem 1.3, we have that inf I UU g E2
) « .
 . .  .Next we show that the functional I satisfies condition B ii in « , 0
 5 5 4relative to B [ U g E: U F r , where r is to be determined later.E
1 .  < <4Taking e g « , 0 and letting s s min e y « , e , we have that L [4
w x  . y1 .e y s , e q s ; « , 0 . Now, for U g I L , there exists L ) 0, by«
Lemma 3.3, such that
1 q y5 5 5 5 :I9 U , U q I9 U ? U G 0 if U q U G L . .  . E EEE «2
5 q y5But if U q U F L , we have«
1 5 5 :I9 U , U q I9 U ? U .  . EEE 2
1  :G 2 I U q J U y J9 U , U .  .  . .E2
1Ä ÄG 2 e y s q 2 F X , U y =F X , U ? U. .  .  .H 2
V
The first part of this proof implies that
1Ä Älim F X , U y =F X , U ? U G C ) 0. .  .H h2
05 5 VU ª`E
q y5 5U qU FLE «
5 0 5Therefore, for « ) 0 small enough, there exists L such that, for U E1 1
G L , we have1
1 5 5 :I9 U , U q I9 U ? U .  . EEE 2
G 2 e y s q C y « G 2 « q C y « G 0. .  .h 1 h 1
 . .Summing up, if we choose r G L q L , then I satisfies condition B ii in1 «
 .  5 5 4« , 0 relative to B s U g E: U F r . Consequently, combining LemmaE
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3.1, Remark 3.1, and Theorem 3.1 with E s Ey , we have that the number1 m
of the critical points of I G dim E y codim E .1 2
 4`As before, we get again a critical point sequence U such thatn ns0
y .I U ª 0 as n ª `.n
Proof of Corollary 1.1. The proof follows from Theorems 1.3 and 1.4.
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